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3.  Appendices

3.1    Appendix 1: Formal assessment 
activities required by CAPS 
(English HL) – Grades 1-3

Below is a summary of the English Home Language Formal 

Assessment Activities. The ones for isiXhosa and isiZulu are 

almost identical (there are some differences with regard to 

Phonics). The summary helps you see at a glance what is 

required each term in each grade. isiXhosa and isiZulu Home 

Language teachers could draw up a similar table for themselves.
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GRADE 1

Term 1 Term 2 Term 3 Term 4

FAT 1: 
Listening + 
speaking: 
answers 
questions; 
sings songs; 
sequences 
pictures of a 
story; describes 
objects 
using correct 
vocabulary
Phonics: 
Identifies 
letter sound 
relationships, 
single letters
SR: uses 
pictures to 
predict; reads as 
whole class
GGR: reads 
aloud from 
graded reader
Handwriting: 
practices holding 
pencil; draws 
patterns; forms 
lower case 
letters correctly; 
copies + writes 
own name, 
short words + 
sentences
Writing: 
draws pictures 
to convey a 
message; writes 
a caption; copies 
one sentence of 
news from board

FAT 1 - Listening & speaking: 
talks about personal experience; 
listens to story + draws a picture; 
answers closed + open questions
Phonics: Distinguishes between 
different beginning + end sounds 
of words; identifies letter-sound 
relationships of most single 
letters; builds words using sounds 
learnt
Reading: SR: reads with whole 
class; uses pictures to predict; 
uses cues + pictures to make 
meaning; answers questions 
including some higher order words
GGR: reads aloud from g.r.; uses 
reading strategies
Handwriting: Holds pencil 
correctly; forms at least 20 lower 
case letters
Writing: draws pictures to convey 
a message; writes sentences using 
words with phonics sounds taught; 
contributes ideas for class story
FAT 2 – Listening + speaking: 
describes objects using correct 
vocab; listens to story + identifies 
main idea; sequences pictures of 
a story
Phonics: identifies letter-sound 
relationships of most single 
letters; builds words using sounds 
learnt; groups common words into 
sound families
Reading: SR: reads with whole 
class; uses pictures to make up 
own story; uses cues + pictures to 
make meaning; answers questions 
including higher order ones
GGR: reads silently and out loud 
from g.r.; uses reading strategies
Handwriting: forms at least 20 
lower case letters; forms some 
capital letters; uses correct 
spacing
Writing: draws picture with 
caption; writes one sentence; 
compiles a list of words related to 
a topic

FAT 1 – Listening & 
Speaking:  talks about 
personal experience; says 
poems/rhymes; sequences 
pictures, matches captions & 
pictures
Phonics: identifies letter-
sound relationships of all single 
letters; revises word families; 
builds words; uses consonant 
blends to segment and blend 
words
SR: reads with teacher; 
identifies sequence + setting; 
predicts ending & storyline
GGR: reads silently + aloud 
from g.r.; uses reading 
strategies
Handwriting: forms lower 
case letters + numerals; copies 
+ writes words with correct 
spacing
Writing: writes sentences; 
uses nouns + pronouns in 
writing; builds vocab using 
personal dictionary
FAT 2: Listening & speaking: 
responds to instructions; talks 
about personal experiences; 
answers open-ended questions 
about a story
Phonics: builds short words; 
uses consonant blends; 
recognises common consonant 
diagraphs at beginning of 
words; groups words into sound 
families 
SR: reads with teacher; 
identifies sequence + setting; 
answers higher order questions; 
interprets visual information
GGR: reads silently + aloud 
from g.r.; reads with increasing 
fluency 
Paired reading: reads aloud to 
a partner
Handwriting: forms frequently 
used upper case letters 
correctly; copies + writes short 
sentences correctly
Writing: writes message on a 
card; writes 2 sentences of own 
news; uses capital letters + full 
stops; uses nouns + pronouns 
correctly

FAT 1 – Listening 
& Speaking: talks 
about personal 
experience; 
responds to 
instructions; tells 
a story; answers 
closed and open-
ended questions
Phonics: recognises 
consonant digraphs 
at end of word; uses 
consonant blends 
to build up + break 
down words; builds 
words; groups 
words into families
SR: reads with 
teacher; identifies 
sequence; 
recognises cause 
+ effect; answers 
open ended 
questions
GGR: reads silently 
+ aloud from 
g.r.; uses reading 
strategies; reads 
with increasing 
fluency
PR/IR: reads g.r. & 
books from reading 
corner
Handwriting: 
forms lower + 
upper case letters 
correctly + fluently; 
copies + writes 
words with correct 
spacing; copies + 
writes a sentence 
correctly
Writing: writes at 
least 3 sentences 
using sounds 
learnt, common 
sight words, capital 
letters + full stops; 
spells common 
words correctly; 
uses present + past 
tense correctly; 
forms plurals; 
uses prepositions; 
organises info into 
simple graphic 
form e.g. chart or 
timeline 
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GRADE 2

Term 1 Term 2 Term 3 Term 4

FAT 1: Listening 
+ speaking: 
talks about 
personal 
experience; 
responds to 2 
part instructions; 
answers 
questions about 
a story; tells a 
story
Phonics: 
identifies 
letter- sound 
relationships of 
all single letters; 
revises common 
consonant 
digraphs; uses 
initial + final 
consonant blends 
to segment + 
blend words; 
revises common 
consonant 
digraphs at 
end of words; 
recognises vowel 
digraphs
SR: reads 
pictures and 
uses them to 
make up stories; 
reads book with 
teacher and 
identifies main 
idea; predicts; 
identifies key 
details
GGR: reads 
g.r. aloud at 
own level; uses 
reading strategies
Handwriting: 
forms lower + 
upper case letters 
correctly; copies 
+ writes 2 or 
more sentences 
legibly + correctly
Writing: draws 
picture to convey 
message; 
writes at least 3 
sentences using 
capital letters 
+ full stops; 
contributes ideas 
+ words for class 
story

FAT 1: Listening + speaking: 
talks about personal experience; 
listens to stories for longer period; 
expresses feelings about story or 
poem
Phonics: recognises 3 letter 
consonant blends at beginning 
+ end of words; builds words 
using consonant blends and vowel 
digraphs taught
SR: reads book with teacher and 
discusses cause-effect relations; 
identifies key details e.g. main 
characters + setting
GGR: uses reading strategies; reads 
with increasing fluency
PR/IR: reads simple books 
independently
Handwriting: writes in print script 
all lower and upper case letters 
confidently + accurately; copies + 
prints different formats of writing 
e.g. cards, invitations
Writing: writes an expressive 
text e.g. thank you card or letter; 
chooses a topic to write about; 
writes own story of at least one 
paragraph; uses capital letters, full 
stops, commas, question marks, 
exclamation marks
FAT 2: Listening + speaking: 
listens to stories + poems + 
identifies main idea, details + 
sequence of events; answers 
closed + open ended questions; 
participates in discussions
Phonics: recognises at least 3 new 
vowel digraphs; recognises silent ‘e’; 
builds words using consonant blends 
+ vowel digraphs taught
SR: uses visual clues; discusses 
cause-effect relations; answers 
higher order questions; gives an 
opinion about story
GGR: reads aloud; uses reading 
strategies
PR/IR: reads aloud to a partner
Handwriting: writes in print script 
all lower and upper case letters 
confidently + accurately; copies + 
writes one paragraph
Writing: writes own story of at 
least one paragraph using a writing 
frame; writes paragraph about 
personal experience; uses writing 
process (drafting, writing, editing + 
publishing); spells common words 
correctly; uses present + past 
tenses correctly; reads own writing 
to partner

FAT 1: Listening + speaking: 
talks about experience; uses 
increasing vocab; predicts + 
makes up ending of stories; tells 
simple stories with expression
Phonics: uses consonant blends 
to segment + blend words; 
revises consonant digraphs at end 
of words; groups common words 
in sound families
SR: reads book with teacher + 
identifies sequence + setting; 
predicts; gives an opinion
GGR: reads aloud; uses reading 
strategies
Handwriting: forms upper + 
lower case letters correctly; 
copies writing patterns in joined 
script / cursive writing; learns at 
least 2 letters per week
Writing: writes an expressive 
text e.g. get well card; writes 1-2 
paragraphs; spells common words 
correctly; uses phonics knowledge 
to spell; uses present, past and 
future tenses correctly
FAT 2: Listening + speaking: 
participates in discussions + 
answers questions; responds to 
sequence of instructions; listens 
for detail and answers open 
ended questions about stories; 
role plays different situations
Phonics: recognises onset + 
rime; recognises vowel digraphs 
and diphthongs; builds words 
using consonant + vowel 
digraphs, consonant blends and 
double consonants taught; groups 
common sounds into families
SR: reads book with teacher + 
identifies sequence + setting; 
answers higher order questions; 
interprets info from simple tables 
e.g. calendar
GGR: reads aloud with increasing 
fluency
PR/IR: reads independently
Handwriting: copies + writes at 
least 2 letters of cursive script per 
week; copies + writes words in 
cursive; reads words in cursive
Writing: chooses topic to write 
about; drafts, writes + publishes 
own story of 6 sentences + title; 
uses correct punctuation; uses 
pronouns correctly; discusses 
own writing with partner

FAT 1: Listening 
+ speaking: talks 
about personal 
experience; 
responds to a 
complex sequence 
of instructions; 
participates in 
discussions + reports 
back; listens for 
details in stories + 
answers higher order 
questions; expresses 
feelings about story
Phonics: recognises 
at least 5 new vowel 
digraphs; recognises 
vowel digraphs and 
diphthongs; builds 
words using phonics 
taught
SR: reads fiction + 
non-fiction books 
with teacher; 
answers higher order 
questions; gives 
personal response to 
images
GGR: reads silently + 
aloud from g.r.; uses 
reading strategies; 
reads with increasing 
fluency
PR/IR: reads 
independently
Handwriting: copies 
+ writes at least 2 
letters of cursive per 
week, completing 
all letters by end 
of term; writes 
words using cursive; 
uses capital letters 
in cursive; writes 
sentences in cursive
Writing: writes at 
least 2 paragraphs 
(10 sentences) about 
personal experience; 
organises info in a 
chart or table; uses 
different writing 
structures e.g recipe; 
sequences text using 
words like first, next, 
finally; uses correct 
pronunciation + 
spelling; uses phonic 
knowledge to spell; 
uses present, past 
+ future tenses 
correctly



GRADE 3

Term 1 Term 2 Term 3 Term 4

FAT 1: Listening 
+ speaking: 
talks about 
experiences 
expressing 
feelings + 
opinions; 
responds to 
a complex 
sequence of 
instructions; 
listens for main 
idea and answers 
higher order 
questions
Phonics: 
identifies 
letter-sound 
+ letter-name 
relationships of 
all single letters; 
recognises 
consonant 
digraphs at 
beginning + 
end of words; 
recognises vowel 
digraphs taught 
in Grade 2; 
recognises silent 
‘e’
SR: uses visual 
cues to talk about 
graphical text; 
reads book with 
teacher, describes 
main idea + 
characters; 
answers higher 
order questions 
before, during + 
after
GGR: reads aloud 
at own level; 
uses reading 
strategies
Handwriting: 
writes all lower + 
upper case letters 
in cursive, begins 
to join letters 
to form words; 
writes words in 
cursive; writes a 
sentence in both 
print and cursive
Writing: writes 
at least one 
paragraph (8 
sentences); uses 
punctuation 
including inverted 
commas; 
uses phonics 
and spelling 
knowledge to 
spell; uses 
present, past 
and future tense 
correctly

FAT 1: Listening + speaking: 
responds to more complex 
instructions; makes an oral 
presentation e.g. show + tell
Phonics: recognises that some 
sounds can be represented by 
different spellings
SR: reads text with teacher; uses 
visual cues to make meaning
GGR: reads silently + aloud at 
instructional level; uses reading 
strategies; reads with increasing 
fluency
Handwriting: uses upper + 
lower case letters correctly + 
automatically in cursive; writes 
words + sentences correctly in 
cursive
Writing: writes a simple book 
review; writes at least 2 paragraphs 
(10 sentences) about personal 
experiences; uses correct grammar; 
uses phonics and spelling rules to 
spell correctly; punctuates correctly
FAT 2: Listening + speaking: 
Listens to longer stories; tells a 
short story with plot + characters
Phonics: recognises that some 
sounds can be represented by 
different spellings
SR: Reads book with teacher; 
answers higher order questions
PR/IR: reads independently
Handwriting: uses upper + 
lower case letters correctly + 
automatically in cursive; makes 
transition to cursive in all written 
work
Writing: keeps a diary for one 
week; identifies and uses nouns, 
adjectives, verbs + adverbs 
correctly
FAT 3: Listening + speaking: 
participates in discussion; listens 
to stories, poems and songs + 
expresses feelings; predicts; works 
out cause + effect (Because …..)
Phonics: recognises digraphs 
making /f/; recognises that same 
spelling can make different sounds; 
uses words in sentences that sound 
the same but are spelled differently 
(e.g. read, reed)
SR: uses info from graphical text 
(e.g. uses map); uses table of 
content, index, page numbers 
to find info; uses key words in 
information texts
GGR: reads both silently + 
aloud at instructional level; 
uses reading strategies; uses 
diagrams + illustrations to increase 
understanding
Handwriting: writes with increased 
speed in joined script/cursive 
writing; uses correct letter formation 
in all written work
Writing: writes own story or 
other creative text (at least 10 
sentences); edits own writing

FAT 1: Listening + speaking: 
interviews people; listens to a 
story + works out cause + effect
Phonics: recognises all vowel + 
consonant blends learnt so far
SR: reads book with teacher + 
discusses main idea, characters 
+ plot; expresses feelings about 
story
GGR: reads silently + aloud from 
g.r.; uses reading strategies
Handwriting: copies written text 
in cursive
Writing: writes personal texts in 
different forms e.g. diary entry, 
letter; uses variety of vocabulary; 
uses different sentence types
FAT 2: Listening + speaking: 
participates in discussion + gives 
useful feedback to others; puts 
events in logical sequence
Phonics: recognises silent letters 
in words
SR: interprets info from graphical 
texts
PR/IR: reads independently
Handwriting: copies written text 
in cursive
Writing: drafts, edits + presents 
own story of at least 2 paragraphs 
(10 sentences); uses phonics 
knowledge + spelling rules to 
spell correctly
FAT 3: Listening + speaking: 
listens for detail in stories + 
answers open- ended questions; 
tells a story; makes an oral 
presentation
Phonics: uses words that are 
pronounced and spelt the same 
but have different meanings; uses 
words that sound the same but 
are spelt differently
SR: reads with teacher; reads a 
range of different types of poems
GGR: reads silently + aloud 
from g.r.; uses a range of self-
correcting methods (i.e. reading 
strategies); reads with increasing 
fluency
Handwriting: writes with 
increasing speed
Writing: summarises + records 
info using mind maps, tables, 
etc.; identifies and uses nouns, 
adjectives, verbs, adverbs + 
prepositions correctly; joins 
sentences using conjunctions 
‘and’ and ‘but’

FAT 1: Listening 
+ speaking: 
tells story using 
descriptive lang, 
gestures; listens 
for details in stories 
+ answers open-
ended questions; 
uses language 
imaginatively  – 
jokes, riddles; 
plans + makes oral 
presentation
Phonics: recognises 
+ uses all phonics 
learnt so far; 
recognises + uses 
spelling patterns; 
recognises + 
uses synonyms + 
antonyms; recognises 
+ uses prefixes
SR: reads with 
teacher, discusses 
characters, plot, 
values; uses 
visual cues to read 
graphical texts; 
answers range 
of higher order 
questions
GGR: reads silently 
+ aloud from g.r.; 
reads with increasing 
fluency; uses reading 
strategies; monitors 
self
PR/IR: reads 
independently at a 
more complex level
Handwriting: 
uses joined script/
cursive for all written 
work; writes neatly 
+ legibly with 
confidence + speed 
in joined script / 
cursive
Writing: writes 
short texts for 
different purposes 
e.g. recounts; writes 
about personal 
experience e.g. short 
newspaper article; 
drafts, writes, edits 
+ presents own story 
of 2 paragraphs 
(12 sentences); 
structures 
information texts 
correctly; sequences 
info, uses headings; 
uses punctuation 
correctly; uses 
phonics knowledge + 
spelling rules


